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OUR FABRICATION  
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Having been a quality conscious organization for years we 
have never ever thought to compromise on our quality 
parameters no matter what. Hence, we have a set up of 
MURAT at our fabrication unit with state of art technology; A 
world renowned name in UPVC industry.
We can produce up to eighty windows in a shift of eight 
hours and hence have a capacity to fulfill all your 
requirement.



FABRICATION PLANT
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SAW MACHINE

* For PVC and Aluminum profiles cutting.
* Solid cast construction for length and angle

accuracy.
* Ultimate cutting quality.
* Automatic tilt movement of the saw 

heads to 45° and 90°. Angles between
45° and 90° can be adjusted manually
and fixed easily.

* The 450 mm. saw blade diameter enables
to cut wide profiles as well as 
two 80 mm. profiles at the same time.

* The saw blade feed speed can be adjusted.
* Ability to cut 4,200 mm. length.
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WELDING MACHINE 
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* Strongly welds two corners of PVC profiles  with
single operation.

* Fixed left head allows welding at variable 
angles between 60° - 180°.

* Manually movable right head welds 90°.
* All operations are controlled by the digital

touchscreen display.
* Long lasting heating plates distribute heat 

homogenously.
* Ability to clean the heater plates easily.
* Long lasting Teflon usage and easy change

by special Teflon system.
* Practical welding fixture changing system.



OTHER MACHINES  
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Wind load  
withstand

up to 3600 Pa

Strong, 

Secure and 

Durable

Insect and 

termite 

proof

Environmental

friendly
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Fire retardant  
self extinguish

German
Technology

Thermal
insulation

Sound
insulation

LEAD-Free  
profiles

Weather
resistance

UV
resistance

WIINDWARE Windows that meet the  Highest
Expectations



Durable

Windows made from PVC-U profiles are 

easy to clean and require very little 

maintenance. Resistant to most climatic 

and environmental influences, they have

a long service life.

Comfortable

Windows made from GEALAN multi-

chamber profiles ensure that the heat stays 

in and the noise out. They provide security

and comfort and produce an unmistakable

living atmosphere.

Individual

The choice of profile geometry, opening 

mechanism and window pane 

subdivision influences the individual

character. With GEALAN profiles even  

unusual window shapes are possible.

Versatile
To take account of different tastes and 
architectural styles, modern window 
technology can be realized not only in
white also in wood-grain foil.

Advantages of WIINDWARE Window
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WIINDWARE GEALAN Systems at a Glance

GEALAN-SELECTA    GEALAN-PRIMA GEALAN-SUPRA
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Mahogany Rustic Oak

Golden Oak Anthracite Grey

GEALAN
Color options:
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WIINDWARE Windows
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Each house can be designed according to your personal needs,

as you imagined it and enjoy a long life.



OUR PROJECT
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Academy for Social Pedagogy

Furth im Wald / Germany
35



Connecting  
Nature and 

Space
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WIINDWARE Windows are 
environmental friendly.
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Focused, 
Professional,  
Responsible
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THANK YOU
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